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ABSTRACT

We aimed to investigate the effect of comprehensive nursing on the quality of life and levels of inflammatory cytokines in diabetic 
children. A controlled study was carried out with 58 diabetic children admitted to our hospital. According to the random number 
table method, patients were divided into the control group and the observation group, with 29 cases in each. Children in the control 
group were given routine nursing measures. Children in the observation group were given comprehensive nursing including 
psychology, health education, illness, diet and exercise, daily life, and humanistic care. After nursing, compared with the control 
group, the blood glucose indicators, self-rating anxiety scale, and self-rating depression scale score significantly decreased 
(P<0.05), while the drug-administration compliance, quality of life scores, and nursing satisfaction scores were significantly 
improved in the observation group (P<0.05). Additionally, we observed that the levels of nod-like receptor protein 3 (NLRP3) 
and interleukin-8 (IL-8) in the observation group were significantly decreased after nursing (P<0.05). Comprehensive nursing for 
diabetic children can effectively improve patients’ blood glucose, relieve negative psychology, and improve nursing satisfaction, 
which is worthy of recommendation and application.
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INTRODUCTION

Diabetes mellitus is one of the common clinical metabolic diseases, which is more common in middle-aged and elderly people, 
with a high incidence [1]. However, it has been revealed that the incidence of diabetes is younger, and the number of pediatric 
diabetes is increasing year by year [2,3]. It has been reported that the growth rate of diabetic children in China is approximately 
200 cases per day, and the annual incidence is increasing by 3% [4]. Long-term hyperglycemia in diabetic children can lead to a 
decline in the body’s resistance, affecting the physical and mental development of children [5]. If pediatric diabetes is not treated 
in time, it can lead to the continued aggravation of the children’s condition, cause dehydration, acidosis, and other complications, 
and even threaten the children’s life and safety [5]. For such diseases, drug control is still used in clinical treatment [6]. During the 
treatment period, it is necessary to strengthen the rational use of hypoglycemic drugs and insulin [6]. However, diabetes is a long-
term disease, thus it is necessary to provide nursing guidance and explanation during the nursing period while taking drug therapy, 
to improve the children’s compliance with treatment and ensure the smooth development of treatment for children [7]. Due to the 
single content of the conventional nursing model, it can no longer meet the needs of clinical nursing. To ensure the nursing needs, 
the nursing model needs to be continuously improved [8]. Comprehensive nursing is an all-around nursing service model, which 
provides comprehensive and targeted nursing services to diseased children from multiple aspects, including psychology, health 
education, illness, diet and exercise, daily life, and humanistic care [9]. 

Low-level chronic inflammation is one of the main causes of diabetes [10,11]. Numerous studies in humans and animals have 
shown that elevated levels of proinflammatory cytokines are found in diabetic patients, including TNF-α, IL-8, and IL-6 [12-14]. 
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Therefore, inflammation is closely related to insulin resistance and the development of diabetes. Nod-like receptor protein 3 (NLRP3) 
is the most characterized inflammasome to date [11]. This study aimed to investigate the effect of comprehensive nursing on the quality 
of life and levels of NLRP3 and inflammatory cytokines in diabetic children.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

General data

The 58 diabetic children admitted to our hospital from January 2018 to December 2021 were enrolled as the research subjects to 
carry out a controlled study, and according to the random number table method, patients were divided into the control group and the 
observation group. There were 16 males and 13 females in the control group; the youngest was 3 years old, and the oldest was 12 
years old, with an average of 7.2 years ± 1.37 years; the course of diabetes was 1 years-4 years, with an average of 2.32 years ± 0.23 
years; the mean Body Mass Index (BMI) was 14.56 kg/m² ± 1.57 kg/m². There were 15 males and 14 females in the observation 
group; the youngest was 3 years old, and the oldest was 12 years old, with an average of 7.29 years ± 1.37 years; the course of 
diabetes was 1 years-4 years, with an average of 2.26 years ± 0.21 years; the mean BMI was 14.62 kg/m² ± 1.68 kg/m². There was no 
significant difference in general data between the two groups (P>0.05), which was comparable.

Inclusion criteria: Those who were positive in the urine glucose test and positive in the urine ketone test; those who met the di-
agnostic criteria for diabetes; those who had no mental illness; those who were hospitalized for the first time; the clinical data were in 
a complete state, and the family members of the diseased children were aware of the research contents, and all voluntarily signed the 
informed consent; the ethics committee of the Taizhou People’s Hospital reviewed and approved of the study.

Exclusion criteria: those with other types of serious organ diseases; those with mental illness and a history of related diseases; those 
with varying degrees of cognitive impairment and communication impairment; those whose parents were illiterate and had cognitive, 
communication, awareness, and mobility impairments; genetic diseases and congenital diseases; those with genetic diseases and con-
genital diseases; those with blood diseases and immune diseases; long-term drug abusers; those with incomplete clinical data; those 
dropped out of the research.

Methods

The diseased children in the control group were treated with routine nursing measures, the main content of which was to provide a 
comfortable, quiet, tidy, and clean treatment environment for the diseased children, and to closely monitor the changes in blood glucose 
and other related signs during treatment and nursing; the diseased children were given hypoglycemic treatment measures as prescribed 
by the doctor, and the disease observation was strengthened during the treatment process. After the diseased children were admitted 
to the hospital, basic life guidance was given, and the diseased children and their families were informed of the importance of diet, 
exercise, insulin injection, monitoring blood glucose, and medication as prescribed by the doctor.

The observation group carried out comprehensive nursing, the main contents were as follows:

• Comprehensive psychological nursing: The communication and interaction with the family members of the diseased children 
were strengthened, the trust and goodwill of the diseased children were elevated, and the treatment confidence of the diseased 
children’s family members was improved. The diseased children with disorders of consciousness were encouraged and sup-
ported through words and touches, improving their compliance, giving them concern and care, stabilizing their emotions, and 
making them feel safe. At the same time, the family members of the diseased children were informed of the relevant knowledge 
of the disease and the treatment process and were also informed of the changes in the disease promptly, to stabilize the psy-
chological state of the family members of the diseased children, and the visit time was reasonably arranged so that the diseased 
children could get adequate rest. The influence of blood glucose levels on the disease was emphasized and the awareness of the 
family members of the diseased children on blood glucose control was raised.

• Holistic health education: Diabetes-themed lectures were held regularly, and experienced and senior physicians disseminated
knowledge about pediatric diabetes to the family members of the diseased children. The language was kept simple and easy to 
understand, and it was accompanied by vivid case introductions to reflect various knowledge of diabetes. At the same time, a
handbook of diabetes health knowledge was issued to enhance the family members of the diseased children with awareness of 
diabetes and to establish a positive and optimistic attitude. The questions raised by the family members of the diseased chil-
dren were patiently explained and their misconceptions were corrected.

• Comprehensive nursing of the disease condition: Children with pediatric diabetes had more risks of complications, and it was 
necessary to strengthen real-time monitoring to grasp the changes in children’s physical indicators. The blood glucose level
of the diseased children was closely monitored to avoid complications related to blood glucose fluctuations and aggravation
of the disease. The guidance of the diseased children’s daily diet was strengthened, appropriate food was kept as a supplement
every day, and sweets such as cakes, candies, etc., were strictly prohibited. During insulin therapy, diseased children with diz-
ziness, pale complexion, and palpitations were supposed to be given sweets or soup to avoid collapse. The diseased children
with insulin shock may have symptoms such as coma, incontinence, etc., and need to be reported to the doctor in time for
treatment and given intravenous glucose infusion.
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• Diet guidance and exercise guidance: Before insulin injection, the daily diet was supposed to be guided according to the dis-
eased children’s dietary preferences and the degree of illness, with a high-protein and high-fiber diet as the mainstay, focusing 
on lightness, encouraging the consumption of more fruits and vegetables, and strictly prohibiting the consumption of irritat-
ing foods. At the same time, diseased children were guided to choose appropriate aerobic exercise, such as walking, jogging,
etc., and diseased children’s family members were encouraged to participate together, to effectively stabilize diseased children’s 
blood glucose levels.

• Comprehensive nursing of daily life: The family members of the diseased children were informed of the method and dosage
of drug therapy and explained the role of drug therapy, stressing the importance of taking medications as prescribed by the
doctor, the family members of the diseased children were instructed to monitor blood glucose, and the insulin dosage was
adjusted in real-time according to the blood glucose level to avoid hypoglycemia. Diseased children’s mouths were prone to
bacteria, so it was necessary to clean the diseased children’s mouths every day to avoid oral infections.

• Humanistic care: A warm and harmonious ward environment was created, and the indoor environment was kept comfortable, 
quiet, clean, and hygienic. Nursing staff needed to respect the diseased children, take the initiative to greet and smile at the
diseased children every day, take the initiative to tell stories to the diseased children, accompany the diseased children to play 
games, and bring the relationship between nurses and patients closer, so that the diseased children felt the concern and care of 
the medical staff and eliminated the diseased children’s fear, unfamiliarity, and tension in the medical environment, reducing
crying and improving their cooperation.

Observation indicators

• Medication compliance: A questionnaire prepared by the department was used to evaluate the medication compliance of
diseased children. A total of 68 scales were distributed, the recovery rate was 100%, and the reliability of the scale was 0.896. It 
was divided into complete compliance, partial compliance, and non-compliance for evaluation.

• Quality of life: The QOL scale was used to comprehensively evaluate the quality of life of diseased children. The evaluation
content included physiological function, somatic state, mental health, and social function. The scores of each item were 100
points. The higher the scores, the better the quality of life of the diseased children.

• Blood glucose indicators: Fasting venous blood was collected from the diseased children before and after nursing, and the
blood glucose indicators of the diseased children were detected by the automatic biochemical instrument, including Fasting
Plasma Glucose (FPG), 2-hour postprandial blood glucose (2hPG), and glycosylated hemoglobin (HbAlc). The indicator val-
ues before and after nursing were compared between groups.

• Changes in the levels of inflammatory cytokines and marker NLRP3 in serum: Fasting venous blood was collected from the
diseased children before and after nursing. The serum levels of inflammatory cytokine IL-8 and protein NLRP3 were detected 
by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. The indicator values before and after nursing were compared between groups.

• Psychological state: By recording the changes in the Self-Rating Anxiety Scale (SAS) and Self-Rating Depression Scale (SDS), 
the evaluation of the impact of the nursing program on the psychological state of the diseased children was completed. There 
was a positive relationship between the evaluation scores of the scale and anxiety and depression [15,16]. A total of 40
questions were scored, with a total rough score of 1-4 for each question. The rough score,1.25=standard score. A score < 50 
represents normal anxiety/depression; a score of 50-60 represents mild anxiety/depression; a score of 61-70 indicates
moderate anxiety/depression; a score>70 indicates severe anxiety/depression.

• Nursing satisfaction of family members: The analysis and evaluation of nursing satisfaction were carried out using question-
naires prepared by the department. The evaluation content involved nursing service attitude, operational skills, communica-
tion skills, and blood glucose control. The single item was scored as 100 points. The higher the scores, the greater the family’s
satisfaction with the nursing measures.

Statistical analysis

SPSS 20.0 software was used to analyze the data. Measurement data were expressed by mean ± standard deviation ( ±S). 
Compari-son between groups was performed by t-test. Count data was assessed by the X² test. P<0.05 indicated that the difference 
was statisti-cally significant.

RESULTS 

Comparison of blood glucose indicators between the two groups

There was no significant difference in blood glucose indicators (FPG, 2hPG, and HbAlc) between the two groups before nursing 
(P>0.05); after nursing, the above indicators in the observation group were lower than those in the control group, and the difference 
was statistically significant (P<0.05, Figure 1). It demonstrated that the scheme for the observation group is conducive to the control of 
blood glucose in diabetic children.
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Figure 1. The blood glucose indicators in the two groups before and after nursing 
Note: *P< 0.05, compared with the control group.

Comparison of the psychological state between the two groups

Before nursing, there was no significant difference in the psychological state (SDS score and SAS score) between the two groups 
(P>0.05); after nursing, the SAS score and SDS score in the observation group were lower than those in the control group, and the dif-
ference was statistically significant (P<0.05, Figure 2). These data suggested that the scheme for the observation group could alleviate 
the negative emotions in diabetic children.

Figure 2. The psychological state in the two groups before and after nursing
Note: *P< 0.05, compared with the control group 

Comparison of nursing satisfaction of family members between the two groups

The nursing satisfaction in the observation group was greater than that in the control group, and the difference was statistically 
significant (P<0.01, Table 1).

Table 1. Nursing satisfaction of family members in the two groups
Groups Service attitude Operational skills Communication skills Blood glucose control

Observation group (n = 29) 84.88 ± 8.07 89.85 ± 5.86 86.56 ± 7.07 94.81 ± 5.36
Control group (n = 29) 79.62 ± 8.14 84.33 ± 6.17 81.88 ± 7.12 88.14 ± 5.54

X2 P 4.762< 0.01

Comparison of medication compliance between the two groups

The medication compliance in the control group was 75.86%, and the medication compliance in the observation group was 96.55%, 
and the difference was statistically significant (P<0.01, Table 2).

Table 2. Medication compliance in the two groups
Groups N Complete compliance Partial compliance Non-compliance Compliance rate (%)

Observation group (n = 29) 29 22 6 1 28 (96.55)
Control group (n = 29) 29 14 8 7 22 (75.86)

X2P 4.762< 0.01
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Comparison of quality of life scores between the two groups

The quality of life scores in the observation group were higher than those in the control group, and the difference was statistically 
significant (P<0.05, Figure 3), which suggested that comprehensive nursing can improve the quality of life of diabetic children.

Figure 3. The quality of life scores in the two groups 
Note: *P< 0.05, compared with the control group.

Comparison of IL-8 and NLRP3 levels between the two groups

There was no significant difference in IL-8 and NLRP3 levels between the groups before nursing (P>0.05); after nursing, the 
above indicators in the observation group were lower than those in the control group, and the difference was statistically significant 
(P<0.05, Figure 4). These data indicated that comprehensive nursing could inhibit inflammation in diabetic children.

Figure 4. The IL-8 and NLRP3 levels in the two groups before and after nursing
Note: *P< 0.05, compared with the control group.

DISCUSSION
Diabetes is a long-term chronic disease. The probability of the disease will change with people’s dietary habits, lifestyle changes, 

and family history [17]. The overall trend is on the rise, with the characteristics of long duration and slow disease progression [18, 
19]. Pediatric diabetes generally occurs at the age of 5 years-6 years or 10 years-14 years. The cause of the disease is closely related 
to genetics, abnormal immune function, environment, and other factors. The early symptoms of the disease are mainly ketoacidosis. 
If the development of the disease is not controlled in a timely and effective manner, it will have a serious impact on the diseased 
children’s health and growth as well as development [20,21]. Relevant survey and research data have confirmed that diabetic children 
have a long-term poor physical and psychological state, which will induce hypoglycemic coma. Coupled with long-term insulin 
application, there are different degrees of insufficient insulin secretion and reduced sensitivity, resulting in severe postprandial blood 
glucose fluctuations in diseased children, which increases the probability of cardiovascular events. Because of the poor self-control 
and cognitive ability of diabetic children, attention should be paid during the implementation of nursing interventions [22].

For diabetic children, corresponding nursing interventions are needed in clinical practice to promote the recovery of the diseased 
children’s condition. The children’s age is relatively young, and their somatic function and self-consciousness are weak. Thus, clini-
cal treatment and nursing are more difficult [23]. In practice, the routine nursing model lacks systematicness and planning, and the 
improvement effect on children’s symptoms and signs is not obvious [24,25]. To ensure the quality of nursing services, improve the 
comfort of diseased children, and stabilize the blood glucose level of diseased children, the hospital provided comprehensive nursing 
for diabetic children. The results demonstrated that the improvement of blood glucose indicators (FPG, 2hPG, and HbAlc) in the ob-
servation group were greater than those in the control group, and the SDS and SAS scores were lower than those in the control group. 
In addition, the medication compliance of diseased children in the observation group was much higher than that in the control group; 
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the quality of life scores of diseased children and nursing satisfaction scores of family members in the observation group were higher 
than those in the control group. The study confirmed that daily life nursing has a positive significance for improving blood glucose 
levels in diabetic children. The reasons are as follows: The control and treatment of diabetes is a relatively long process, especially based 
on the particularity of young children, and the selection of careful, reasonable, and scientific nursing measures is of great significance. 
Conventional nursing is broad in content and single in the model, which cannot meet the nursing needs of diseased children [26]. 
Comprehensive nursing is a kind of modern nursing model, which pays attention to people’s orientation and promotes the physical and 
psychological improvement of diseased children by providing high-quality, continuous, and all-around nursing services to diseased 
children [27]. Among them, psychologically comprehensive nursing cares about the psychological state of diseased children and their 
family members and improves diseased children’s compliance and family members’ confidence in treatment through communication 
and guidance [28]. The comprehensive nursing of daily life guides diseased children’s daily medication, insulin monitoring, and oral 
infection prevention to reduce the occurrence of adverse events [28,29]. Comprehensive nursing of the disease condition is to deal 
with the symptoms of the diseased children in time and guide the diseased children’s daily diet to promote the prognostic recovery of 
the diseased child [30]. Health education is to popularize knowledge among diseased children’s family members and correct their mis-
conceptions. Diet and exercise guidelines can stabilize blood lipids and blood glucose in diseased children. Humanistic care eliminates 
diseased children’s fear of the medical environment, brings closer the relationship between nurses and patients, helps diseased children 
build up the self-confidence to overcome the disease, receiving treatment with a positive and optimistic attitude [31,32].

The NLRP3 inflammasome is a multiprotein oligomer composed of NLRP3, apoptosis-associated speck-like protein, and caspase-1 
precursor. In immune cells such as macrophages, dendritic cells, etc., caspase-1 can be activated by upregulating intracellular NLRP3 
protein and IL-1β precursor, which further induces the maturation of IL-1β and IL-18 precursor and exerts pro-inflammatory func-
tions, resulting in local tissue inflammatory damage or systemic inflammatory response [33]. Studies have indicated that NLRP3 gene 
silencing ameliorates diabetic cardiomyopathy in a type 2 diabetes rat model [34]. Epigallocatechin-3-gallate prevents inflammation 
and diabetes-induced glucose tolerance through the inhibition of NLRP3 inflammasome activation [35]. Gastrodin represses cogni-
tive dysfunction and depressive-like behaviors by inhibiting NLRP3 inflammasome activation in mice [36]. These studies indicate that 
NLRP3 inflammasome is involved in the development of diabetes. The results of this study demonstrated that the levels of IL-8 and 
NLRP3 in the observation group were much lower than those in the control group, indicating that comprehensive nursing can improve 
the inflammatory response of diseased children to a certain extent, delay the disease progress, and promotes the prognostic recovery 
of patients.

CONCLUSION

Comprehensive nursing for diabetic children can effectively improve blood glucose, relieve negative psychology, and improve nurs-
ing satisfaction, which is worthy of recommendation and application. However, the limitation of this study is that the sample size of the 
study is small, and the comparison of the clinical data of the two groups cannot exclude the bias of the results. Thus, we hope to conduct 
a prospective study with more patients and follow up to solidify our conclusions.
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